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1 | P a g e  
 

1. We act on behalf of Kebbell Homes who have a controlling interest in part of the 

land proposed for allocation for housing (and associated) development in Policy 

SP BP8 of the submitted plan.  

 
Q1. Is the approach taken to the assessment and selection of allocated 
residential sites, as set out in response to the Inspectors’ Initial Questions, 
justified? Does the submitted evidence demonstrate that the sites have 
been selected based on a robust, consistent and objective approach? 
 

2. The Council’s Sustainability Appraisal (‘SA’) identified a number of spatial 

strategy options and considered that spatial option D formed the appropriate 

option and one that provided the greatest opportunity for housing and economic 

benefits in the plan area. Box 5.1 in the SA provides a summary of the Green Belt 

process undertaken to conclude that Green Belt releases are necessary and 

where they should occur.  

 

3. In relation to the housing site selection process, the tables contained in section 5 

of the SA set out the various site options considered against a set of SA 

objectives. Subsequently Table 5.9 considers the performance of the proposed 

building site allocations against the SA objectives. Site SP BP8 performs well 

when compared to other allocated sites. Further, the Council’s evidence base 

identifies that the existing site makes a limited contribution to the wider landscape 

and visual amenity, is well enclosed, benefits from the potential for a strong, 

defensible Green Boundary and one that can be strengthened through future 

landscaping. It is considered to perform weakly against the Green Belt purposes 

and is in a sustainable location. It is therefore concluded there are limited 

disadvantages from developing this area and the advantages clearly outweigh 

these when considered in the balance. Consistent with our Regulation 19 

representations, the site’s allocation has considerable merit and represents 

sustainable development.  

 
 
Q8. How were site areas and dwelling capacities determined? Are the 
assumptions justified and based on available evidence?  
 

4. As set out in greater detail in our representations at the Regulation 19 stage, 

Kebbell Homes form an active housebuilding company and control a total 3.2ha of 

land that forms the northeastern part of the area proposed for housing allocation 
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at land to the south east of Chalfont St Peter, as set out in Policy SP BP8 of the 

submitted plan.  

 

5. Kebbell Homes are committed to working comprehensively with the adjoining 

landowner and it is considered that the entire Policy SP BP8 allocation can come 

forward at an early stage in the plan period. The overall Policy SP BP8 site is 

11.5ha in size and this results in a proposed gross density of 17 dwellings per 

hectare across the allocation. Clearly, the allocation will include areas of public 

open space and the net density will therefore be considerably higher.  

 

6. It is noted that the Council’s January 2020 Housing and Economic Land 

Availability Assessment (Ref. CSBLP19.013) refers to the Winkers Farm Club 

part of the site (Ref. CD0113) as being deliverable for 8 dwellings in 2022/23 by 

virtue of its existing permission. It should be noted that this site could deliver a 

greater quantum of development and a recent application on only part of the 

Winkers Farm Club land has been submitted proposing a total of 18 dwellings. It 

is therefore considered that this land could offer an increased contribution 

towards housing needs. In addition, as a site that benefits from direct access to 

Denham Lane it can logically deliver in a prompt manner and therefore its delivery 

in 2022/23 is if anything a conservative projection.  

 

7. In respect of the Land Adjacent to Winkers Farm Club (Ref. CD0114) site, the 

HELAA suggests a capacity of 42 dwellings from its 1.94ha. This site forms the 

residual part of Kebbell Homes’ land and again could be delivered at an early 

stage in the plan period. We would suggest 2022/23 as a likely delivery date. 

 

8. Overall, the Council envisage an approximate 50 dwellings from the Kebbell 

Homes part of the site, equivalent to 25% of the overall approximate 200 dwelling 

allocation at the SP BP8 site. We support this estimate and note that for the 

reasons mentioned above, the Kebbell Homes land and therefore the wider SP 

BP8 allocation can deliver a minimum 200 dwellings.  

 
Q9. Are all sites viable? How has viability been considered as part of the 
preparation of the Plan? 
 

9. Our client, Kebbell Homes are an active housebuilding company. We can 

therefore confirm the land is available for development now and its housing 
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potential could be delivered entirely within the immediate five year period. We 

would envisage a construction period of circa two years on the site. Further, the 

site offers potential to contribute towards the pressing need for affordable housing 

as identified in the Council’s HENA.  

 

10. As part of our Regulation 19 representations, we commented that the Community 

Infrastructure Levy charging schedule (now adopted) should be revised to make 

clear that any strategic housing site allocated in the new Local Plan should be 

made CIL exempt, including if an application came forward on part of that 

strategic site. This revision was agreed by the Council during the CIL examination 

process and is reflected in the final charging schedule. This revision removed the 

risk of any possible double charging and subject to the proposed contributions 

towards the infrastructure listed in Policy SP BP 8 being appropriately 

proportionate and justified having regard to the CIL Regulations, it is confirmed 

that Kebbell Homes consider this site allocation to be viable to achieve the 

policy’s aspirations.  
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